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Mexican Workers in the 
United States Labour Market: 

a Contemporary Dilemma 
Vernon M. BRIGGS, Jr.l 

E VER SINCE the present political boundary separating Mexico and the 
United States was established in 1848 by the Treaty of Guadalupe 

Hidalgo and partially amended in 1853 by the Gadsden Purchase, there 
has been migration of Mexican citizens into the United States. In fact the 
border between the two nations was oompletely open until, with the 
passage of the Immigdon Act of 1924, the Border Patrol was estab 
lished and it became a felony to enter the United States illegally. No 
quota, however, was applied to immigration hm Mexico until 1968. 
During that year legislation became effective which restricted total annual 
immigration h m  all Western Hemisphere nations to 120,000, with a 
maximum of 40,000 from any one country. Both these *s are 
regularly exceeded. In 1973, for instance, there were 173,123 legal immi- 
grants from all Western Hemhphcrc nations, including 70,141 Mexicans. 
That the real flow exceeds the quotas is explained by the numerous 
exemptions allowed. With the exception of only three years since 1960, 
legal immigration from Mexico to the United States has exceeded that of 
every other nation in the world. 

Yet the primary -tic of the flow of Mexicans into the 
United States is not legal but illegal *tion. During 1973, for example, 
655,%8 inegal imm@nts were apprehended in the United States by the 
Immigration and Naturalization M a  (INS) of the US Department of 
Justice. Of these, 88 per cent were of Mexican origin. To be sure, the 
Qmes are somewhat misleading in that there is double countiq (i.e. the 
same individuals were arrested more than once during the year). But, 
when it is reaJised that those who arc actually apprehended represent 
only a small fraction of the real flow, the essential thrust of the argument 
is not dulled. The INS has officially estimated that in the 19708 upwards 
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of 4 million aliens who enter the United States illegally each year remain 
~ndetected.~ Many stay for only a short time; others commute to their 
homeland on a seasonal basis; while others have simply become the 
equivalent of permanent residents. In total, the INS estimates that there 
are between 7 and 12 miUian illegal imdgnmts currently residing in the 
United States.' The majority of each category of ilkgal immigrant-those 
who are apprehended each year, those flowing in who are llot appre- 
hended each year, and the cumulative totd of t h w  who have gone 
undetected over the yea- of Mexican origin. 

With the number of illegal hmigmnts annually exceeding the 
number of legal immigrants in the ratio of about 10 to 1, it is not 
surprising that the Commissioner of the INS, Leonard F. Chapman, 
exclaimed in 1974: "The United States is being overrun by illegal 
aliens. " a Moreover, immense as the size of the migration already is, he 
warned the nation that " we are seeing just the beginning of the prob- 
lem ".' 

The migation of Mexiam into the United States is largely a 
twentieth-txntury phenoinenon. Ill@ entry from Mexico started a f k  
the Second World War. To un-d the current situation, however, it 
is necessary to review bridy its historical evolution. 

At the conclusion of the Mexican-Amdam War in 1848, the vast 
land area--approximately the size of amtemporary India-that was 
ceded by Mexico to the United States containad only about 75,000 
Mexican citizens. At least twa-thirds of these were concentrated in the 
northern area of the presentday state of New Mexico. The remainder 
were spread out in s d  enclaves throughout the huge rcgion that is now 
known as the American Southwest. Thioughout the latter half of the 
nineteenth century there were very h Mexican immigrants (see table 1). 

In fact, it was not until the period 1910-19 that Mexican migration 
began in earnest. The immediate cause was the extreme violence asso- 
ciated with the Mexican Revolutionary War then raging. Near the end of 
that decade, there were also considerable " pull " fsctors generated in the 
United States as a result of labour shortages associated with American 
entry into the First World War. The need for Mexican workers was 
especially acute in the agricultural sector. The upward immipttion trend 
- - 

1 lrwrmpe Meyeb: A h  hard to count ", in Wa- Part, 2 Fcb. 1975, pp. A-1 
and A-12. 

~ " S t a t a n m t " b y L s o n a r d F . ~ C o m m i s r i ~ ,  prpdNatu&- 
ti,,,, Srvh (-, 17 sp. 1974; p. z-*dh. by a 
Honorable Willirm B. Sube, Attorney Ocasnl d the Unitcd sates, wale the camaron 
County and Hidalgo County Bar Associations" (blwnsville ('kms), 30 Oct. 1974; 
mimeographed), p. 2. 

" Can't stop alien flood, ofticia1 says ". in Son Antonio &press, 23 Oct. 1974, p. I .  
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TABLE 1. LEGAL IMMIOMTION PROM MEXICO TO THE UNITED SATES, 1869-1973 

Yeu 7 -- m Yeu - Yeu l=lb=m 

Total, 1869-1973 . . . 1 737 185 

Soluco: For y a n  1869-1969 tbe + arc taka Ram table I-A of r mimmgppkd paper. 
M ~ ~ ~ " , ~ ~ b y J ~ m ~ u t h e ~ m  md Edu~ll- 
~ d ~ v 0 1 o f ~ ~ A l i ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ) , 2 7  Aupt=-for 
1910.73 am h m  annual o f t k  US -011 and N ~ ~ 0 1 1  SWVICC. 
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continued throughout the 1920s but, as seen in table 1, it was abruptly 
curtailed during the depression decade of the 1930s. 

By the 1940s economic conditions had changed markedly. The 
military manpower requirements associated with the Second World War 
and its related manufacturing employment needs led to another labour 
shortage in the agricultural sector. The agricultural growers of the 
Southwest had foreseen these developments prior to the Pearl Harbour 
attack in 1941. They had made two fateful decisions: first, the pool of 
cheap labour in Mexiw was to be tapped to the manpower deficit; 
second, the Federal Government was to be the vehicle of deliverana.' 

The initial request of growers for the establishment of a contract 
labour programme was denied by the Federal Government in 1941. By 
mid-1942, however, the US Government favoured the programme but the 
Government of Mexico balked. The unregulated hiring of Mexican 
citizens by foreign nations had been prohibited by article 123 of the 
Mexican Constitution in 1917. Ultimately, negotiations between the two 
governments resultad in agreement. The Mexican Labour Programme, 
better known as " the bracero programme ", was launched in August 
1942. Mexican workers were afforded numerous protections with respect 
to housing, transportation, food, medical needs and wage rates. The 
programme was extended by subsequent enactment until 1947. For the 
growers the bracero programme proved to be a bonanza.' Braceros were 
limited exclusively to agricultural work. When the original agreement 
ended on 31 December 1947 the programme continued informally and 
unregulated until 1951. In that year, w i n  under the guise of another 
war-related labour shortage, it was revived by Public Law 78 and 
continued to function until it was unilaterally terminated by the United 
States on 31 December 1964. Since then, the Government of Mexico has 
made numerous proposals for its resumption but, to date, the United 
States has not acceded.s 

As can be seen in table 2, the beginning of the illegal immigration 
flow from Mexico roughly approximates the years of the bracero pro- 
gramme. It has become especially heavy since the termination of the 
programme in 1964.' Unquestionably, many illegal immigrants were 
fonner braceros who had been attracted to the Mexican border towns 
from the rural interior of central and northern Mexico by the existence of 
the contract labour programme. It would be too simplistic, however, to 

' 1 Ermto Galana: M e ~ k t s  af krbor: tk Mexican h m  stwy (Charlotte (North 
Csrolina), McNaUy and Ldrin. 1W). 

s Carry M c W W i :  North fron Mexico (New York, G-wood Ress, 1%8X p. 267. 
a for -le " Mexico to seek farm kbor pact ", in New York lhws 17 June 1973. 
4 ~ h c ~ l y ~ t o t r l r d h a w n i n ~ t r b k f o r t b s e u l y 1 9 ~ d t h a  

detmnined drive ("Opaatim Swmp") t o u m t  and drOolt tho-of 
illw Mucian immigranb that had built up over the years. Any similar elTort during the 
early 1970s would have produced far high= fieurrs. 
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TABLE 2. I W A L  MEXICAN IMMIGRANTS APPREHENDED AND/OR DEPORTED, 
1-73 

- -  - - -  

Yar hlm@mm Y m  I[mmllrrptl Yar 

o r d n r d ~ t p d a  
Sowan: For tho your 19M-41 am hamm: Mmiau immigdon ", op. dt., table UI: for 

3942-73 am Venum M. B r l s  Jr.: a Mexko-Udtd Stat81 bonlar : pl%r and Chkam 
coondc m&m, StPdia in H m m  Rarwrco t No. 2 (Auntin (Texas). Center for the 
Study d H ~ U I  R~BOWCU ud LI d a, 1974). p. 9. 

conclude that the problem would not have eventually surfaced in the 
a h a  of the progamme. For mass migrations of people always involve 
a combination of both " push " and " pull " forces and this movement is 
no excepti0n.l 

In addition to the ahcu numbers of people involved, it is important 
to note that the characteristics of legal and illegal Mexican immigrants 
are quite different. The features of each category tell much about the 
consequence of the immigration process for the United States labour 
market. 

I For a more complete d i a c d o n  of t b c  " push " and " pull " forces see Vanon M. m, Jr. : Mexican m&ratlon d t k  US bbor d e t :  a munthg isurcfbr the #wntic~,  
Studies in Human Raroura Development No. 3 (Austin (Texas), Center for the Study of 
Human Rc80urccs and Burau of Busincsl R d ,  1975). Ch. 4. 
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Looking first at the legal immigrants, it is necessary to place 
Mexican immigrants in the context of all legal immigrants. The immigra- 
tion system of the United States since 1968 has been designed to achieve 
three goals: to reunite families; to admit workers with skills that are in 
short supply; and to permit entry to speciiied groups of political 
refugees.' Since the end of the Second World War and with the enact- 
ment of major immigration statutes in 1952 and 1965, the characteristics 
of legal immigrants to the United States have tended to resemble the 
over-all characteristic norms of the United States po~ulation.~ 

In many ways the legal immigrants from Mexico during the past 
25 years have approximated the patterns for dl legal immigrants to the 
United States. That is to say, the number of f d e s  among them slightly 
exceeds the number of males, their marital status distribution is about 
the same, they have a strong preferena for urban areas, and they 
have approximately the same labour force participation rate as the 
United States average. There are, however, several important diffmnces 
between legal Mexican immigrants and other legal immigrants. The 
foremost difference is the overwhelming preference of Mexican immi- 
grants to reside in one of the five southwestern states (Arizona, Cali- 
fornia, Colorado, New Mexico and Texas). Legal Mexican i-nts 
are more likely to have friends and relatives who are already cibm of 
the United States than are other immigrant groups. More importantly, 
legal Mexican immigrants tend to have a signiihntly diffmnt occupa- 
tional distribution from that of those from other nations. For although 
Mexican bmigmnts have backgrounds in most occupations, a dispro- 
portionately high number are in blue-coIlar employment, with higher 
concentrations in the occupations of craftsman, household service 
worker, non-farm labourer, and farm labourer.' 

For illegal Mexican hnigmnts the statistical p d e  is, of course, 
more difficult to specify as the actual universe is unknown. Even those 
apprehended are o h  reluctant to answer questions honestly. Neverthe- 
less, from the limited research results that are available, it is obvious that 
they have a distinctly dsermt set of characteristics from those of legal 
Mexican immigrants. m i d y  the ilkgal immigrant from Mexico is 
male, usually unmarried, younger than 30 years of age, unskilled, from a 
rural area, poorly educated, speaks little if any English, is likely to be 
employed at least some time in the rural economy of the United States, 
and is most likely to be employed in an unskilled occupation as either a 
--- - 

(W-. TranaCentury Capxatlon, 1973). pp. 7-8. See .bo Elliott Abmns and 
Franklin S. Abrsna: " Immigration poky-who tpts in and why ", in M c  Interest (New 
York), Winter, 1975, pp. 3-29. 

' North and Weiraat, op. at., pp. 24-25. 
a Ibid.. pp. 4 7 4 .  
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farm or a non-farm 1abourer.l The INS estimates that one-third of the 
illegal immigmnts from Mexico are employed in agriculture; another 
third in other gods-producing industrim (espcciaUy meatpacking, aute  
mobile manuf- and construction); and onethird in service jobs.' 
These industrial employment patterns are quite distinct from the prevail- 
ing patterns for the American labour force. 

There is same degree of inter-relationship between the legal and 
illegal flows. Many an illegal Mexican immigrant later becomes a legal 
immigrant through marriage to a US citizen; or by having a child born in 
the United States who is eligible for citizendip; or by makiq contact 
with a sympathetic community organbation or an influential emplayer 
willing to plead his case. Should one of thcsc circum~tances occur, it is 
likely that he will be able to gain admission outside the established 
immigrant qwta system. 

Throughout the twentieth century the immigration policy of the 
United States with respect to Mexico has been characteriaed by the 
complete domination of labour policy over settlement considerations. 
Mexicans have bcen mare desired as workers than as permanent citizens. 
The timidity with which the United States has approached the wholesale 
violation of its immigration laws by Mexicnns in the 1960s and 19708 
only proves again the d t y  of this assation. Initially at least, illegal 
Mexican immigrants are not likely to bring their families with them. They 
t h d o r c  do a considerable amount of cammuting back and forth across 
the border and many of them are in their homeland during the off- 
seasons (usually the winter months) of the industries in which they work. 
As a result they place a smaller burden on American community services 
ar funds (e.g. houaing, schooling, health, etc.) than would be the case if 
they came, together with their families, as permanent immigrants. With 
the passage of time, however, and as their numbers have increased, these 
fcatures have become less marked. Families now tend to come along with 
the breadwinner. Other aliens many US citizens. And an increasing 
number are beginning to h d  permanent year-round jobs (especially as 
more of them have begun to find non-farm employment). 

The historical importance of Mexican immigrants to the American 
economy has been as a source of low-wage labour, principally in agri- 
culture and ranching, in the rural Southwest. This is a vast land area 

J u l i  Samora: Laa mojath: the wet&& story (Notre Dame (India) ,  Notre Dame 
Ras, 1971), Ch. VI. 

a Robert F. Mathieson: Influx of ill@ aliens and the unemployment rate -, in 
Houston Clvonlcle, 3 Jan. 1975, Section 1, p. 13. 
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composed of scattered population clusters. The climate is dry and water 
is very scam. The population pattern is often r e f d  to as being " an 
oasis society ". Hence, the large agricultural .growers and ranchers have 
usually not been able to draw upon a local labour supply. Their man- 
power needs are especially acute in the planting and harvesting seasons. 
During and following the Second World War, the growers and ranchers 
of the region became heavily dependent upon the bracero workers and, 
after the termination of the bracero programme, upon illegal Mexican 
immigrants for the seasonal labour supply. 

The effect of the inflow of Mexican workers into the rural Southwest 
was felt most directly by the citizen workers who had traditionally 
composed the rural labour force. This group was largely made up of 
Mexican-Americans (called h d e r  Chicanos).l The bracero pro- 
gramme depressed domestic wage rates and retarded the normal market 
pressures that would have led to rising agricultural wages in the South- 
west. Indeed their level, relative to wages in the non-agricultural sectors, 
declined ~harply.~ Since the end of the bracero prognunme, the illegal 
immigrants have had the same effect. The citizen workers who had 
hitherto been the mainstay of the regional labour force began an exodus. 
In the US censuses of 1950 and 1960 the Chicano population were the 
least urbanid of any of the major racial groups in the Southwest; by the 
census of 1970 they were the most highly urbanid group in the region. 
Most of the displaced Chicanos we= totally unprepared for work and life 
in an urban setting. In this way, the illegal immigrants have caused 
serious hardship for the sizable Chicano labour force of the Southwest. 

The illegal Mexican immigrants have also had another adverse effect 
upon the Chicanos. It is no accident that about half of the remaining 
seasonal migratory agricultural workers in the United States are Chica- 
nos who come from the south Texas region bordering on Mexico. Many 
Chicanos of this region are literally f o r d  to join the migratory labour 
force becase the local labour market is overrun by illegal Mexican 
immigrants and border commuters (i.e. people who live in Mexico with 
its lower cost of living but, because of ambiguities in the immigration 
statutes, are able to work legally in the United  state^).^ Public policy in 
the United States has repeatedly attempted to improve the economic 
plight of these citizen workers by training them for non-migrant voca- 
-. . - . .- - . . - -.- . . 

The word " Chicano " is being U+ in the United Stater to rder to the 
m p  of d m  called * Meman-- rn in the lia6ratuce. It is actually 
~ ~ m i U t p n t ~ b w i t ~ t u r t e s ~ ~ t h t m r a y d t h a n T s d t b e y ~ r e  
tratcd rrs Mexicrrns in the United SObs but as Amenur~ m kaexlca In fact ' CMcano " is 
3 P i d t o b C a w O r d u r e d b y t h c i ~ I a d w ~ ~ O r ~ d M B R i C o t o ~  
to Spanish-b ld  Mexicms. Th Indians pronounad the word " Mcxicano " as " Meh- 
~~"aad,overthcy~~schartcDsdi t s implyto 'ChicPno".  

Vanon M. Briggs, Jr.: Chicam wdrumlpwrty, Policy Studii in Employment and 
Welfare No. 16 (Baltimore, Johns HopLinr k%3,1973), Ch. 4. 

a I b i ,  pp. 42-44. 
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tions. But all the programmes adopted have failed since they have been 
unable to tackle the basic problem that causes internal migrancy, namely 
the d t y  of job opportunities in the Chicanos' home communities 
offhhg wages at a level that will permit a decent standard of life. The 
dqremhg forces caused by the idux of illegal Mexican immigrants and 
by the border commuters have set in motion a process whmby poor 
Mexicans make poor Chicanos p0orer.l 

The premncc of illegal Mexican immigrants has constantly under- 
m i d  the efforts of workers in low-wage industries of the Southwest to 
become unionised. O!€en it so depresses wages and working conditions 
that citizen workers who might otherwise seek to establish a trade union 
are forced to look alscwhuc for employment. Tf they do remain in the 
industry and attempt to form a union, the illegal Mexican immigrants are 
frequently used as strike-breakers. The most prominent contemporary 
example is the on-going efforts of the United Farm Workers (UPW) to 
establish a union for agricultural workers in Womia .  Cesar Chavez, 
the leader of the UFW, has repeatedly charged that employers are using 
illegal Mexican diem as strbbrcakers.~ He has stated that it is primarily 
b u s e  of the inability to keep t .  out of the filds that his union has 
had to appeal for a nation-wide boycott as the only effective method of 
exerting pressure on employers for bargaining recogniti~n.~ 

Since the mid-1960s, however, a growing number of illegal Mexican 
immigrants have gone directly to urban areas to find low-skilled jobs. 
The more expdnced of them have found that the urban areas o h  pay 
more, the work is less arduous, and it is just as easy to get " lost " in the 
urban barrio as it is in the open spaces of the rural areas. Also, 
agriculture is bccomhg mon and more mechanisad, which means that 
labour requirements have been dimifiinhinn rapidly in rural areas. 

Althow there are a few notable exceptions, the vast majority of 
alien workers h d  employment in what is kcasindy being demd to as 
"the secondary labour market" of the American economy.4 The 
secondary labour market is characterised by low wages, little job security, 
high employa turnover rates and few if any job rights; usually the 
workers are not unionised. In this market the alien worker competes with 
1- numbers of citizen workers for the menial jobs that characterise it. 
The citizen workers, who are disproportionately from racial and ethnic 
minorities, are at an even greater disadvantage because of the presence of 
the aliens. For the aliens will frequently work harder, be more grateful 

Brigg: lk MexbUnited  state^ bm&r. . ., op. at, pp. 1&21. 
a SC4 for example " Umwz charges rcheme ", in W a ~ t o n  Post, 23 Sep. 1974, p. G3. 
a Richard Smro: " Tbe flmt d the -backs ", in New York nnwr Magazine, 10 Mar. 

1974. p. 81. 

-I r~/a/te w - h  AWUUII-W~~LT ~ m t i ~ ~  o j d i  
Aaoehtkm (M.dLon, Industrial Relatiam l bamb Association, 1975), pp. 350-358. 
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for a job opportunity, and be more dode in their acceptance of arbitrary 
treatment. The citizen worker must either five and work at the level of the 
illegal immigrant; or become unemployed; or live on public welfare; or 
turn to criminal activity; or move to another region if he can.l As the 
American economy is currently organised, the only hope for improving 
the economic situation of the citizen workers in the secondary labour 
market is to reduce the supply of workers entering it. Although illegal 
immigrants are not the only source of workers for secondary jobs, it does 
appear that their si@icance is increasing rapidly. In fact, one noted 
authority on the economics of low-wage labour markets in the United 
States mently observed: " Virtually unnoticed, illegal aliens have become 
a factor of tmendous-and still explosively growing-importance. " a 

With regard to the legal immigrants from Mexico, they too are 
exerting a substantial quantitative impact on certain labour markets of 
the Southwest. This is because they have not sought to distribute 
t h d v e s  in any random way but have shown a prefbnce for urban 
areas rather than suburban or rural areas; for the states of C a l i f d  and 
Texas rather than others; and for certain occupations father than a broad 
array of jobs. Unfortunately, too little attention has been given to this 
aspect of Mexican immigration. 

The impetus for outward migration fiam Mexico in the 1970s is not 
due to a stagnant Mexican economy. On the contrary, Mexico has for the 
past decade had the fastest rate of economic growth of any country in 
Latin America. The gross national product since the late 1960s has been 
increasing annually at a rate of 6 per cent or mare and per capita income 
at about 3 per cent.a Yet most of the benefits of industriahation accrue 
disproportionately to the small upper-income sector. Pitifully little filters 
down to the vast lower-income group.' 

In addition, the Mexican economy is undergoing structural c h a w  
which result in high rates of unemployment, particularly in the cities on 
the United States border, where they consistently hover in the 3040 per 
cent ranges For many fanners and agricultural workers in Mexico's 
. .  - ... .. 

Samora: Los 1110jah: the wetback story, op. cit.. p. 56. 
a Micbel  J. Piore: " Comment and dirowoion " on a prpv ontitled ' Primuy Pnd 

secondary labor markets: a critique of the dual approach ", in Btuokws Papera on Eammlc 
Activity (Washington), No. 3. 197% p. 687. 

Akjandro Parks: Return of the wetback ", in Society (New Bmmwick (New 
Jusey)). Mar.-Apr. 1W4, p. 44. 

Ibid. 
For a good dirussion of economic conditions in the Mexican border cities see Lib& 

V. Cdddn:  " Foreign assembly indumhks in Maxico: a evil af an m o p d  
society "; G i d  Bemi: " Border indmtry; the aw of Cludul Juircq C%b&u8 "; and 
David Barkin: ' Mcxico's albatmss: the United Statg economy ". all d which pspns 
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central and northern states, a hundred days of employment a year is the 
most that can be expected. When work is available, it is often of a hard 
phyeical nature for which the monetary reward is but a pittance. More 
over, because of the inordinately high birth rates in the rccent past, the 
adult workforce in Mexico will almost double between 1970 and 1980. 

CLoeely associated with the pace of industriabtion and the inci- 
dence of poverty is the existence throughout Mexico of a strong secular 
trend of nual to urban *tion. In 1970 only 41.3 per cent of Mexico's 
population resided m rural areas. The internal migrations have been 
towards two destinations: Mexico City and the northern cities locatad 
aloq the United States border. For example, the amgate population 
increese of these border towns was 44 per cent in the decade 1960-70. 

Thus, from the Mexican Government's standpoint, the massive 
migration of its citizens to the United States acwmplishes two important 
economic objectives. First, it mprcsents a critical " safety-valve " for 
reducing the pressure of internal unrest that could arise from its surplus 
labour fm and severe! maldistribution of income. Secondly, illegal 
hm&aats frequently bring or send back portions of their earnings. In 
the -te it hi believed that these amounts repmsent a substantial sum 
of US dollars, and entry is therefoe an important source of 
desperately needed foreign exchmge to help Mexico's balance of trade. 

Little is known about the effects on the Mexican economy of the 
exodus of its legal hnignmfs to the United States. Yet the eligibility 
requhmcnts of legal entry into the United States place a premium on 
highly educated and skilled heads of households-precisely the people 
that the Mexican economy can least aEord to lose. 

Despite the growing magnitude of Mexican migration to the United 
States in the 19708, it is very doubtful that either country has much to 
gain by the continuation of this piocese. In fact, many people on both 
sides of the border are dehitely harmed. An immigration pro#ss that is 
ovcrwhhhgly dominated by f egal procedures can generate little that is 
good, for the participants frequently are easy prey for the most exploita- 
tive elements in both societies. 

To begin with, it is usually harmful to the illegal immigrants 
themselves. Given their economic alternatives, it might seem that they 
would only benefit by their partkipation in the American workforce. This 
is o h  not the case. Wegal entry is rapidly becoming institutionalised. 
Organised smuggling is commonplace. Dangerous and frequently 

p r a m M t o t b s ~ o a ~ o m i c ~ ~ ~ ~ e o d U l c U n i M S h t q  
spoparpd by tho US of Shta and the -titUte of Lntin Amcrian S W i  of the 
Umv~uty  of Texas at Ausun, 16-20 April 1W3. Tbey ue to be published by Texas Watan 
PLarrofBIPuqTcx~s. 
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inhuman methods are often used to transport the human cargo. Smug- 
glers' fees are high. So are the related charges for forged documents 
(social security cards, driver's liances, alien registration cards, etc.). The 
costs are often so high that the aliens must borrow the needed money at 
exorbitantly high interest rates.l Frequently their lives are endangerad if 
they cannot quickly locate a job or, if employed, keep up with their 
payments. 

The alien workers are also frequently victimid by employers who 
know of their vulnerability to detection. Accounts of alien workers 
receiving less than the faderal minimum wage; not having their social 
security deductions reportad; being turned-in to the authorities by 
employers just prior to pay day; not receiving overtime premiums; and 
being personally abused are legion. For as one government oilkid who 
decried the exploitation of alien workers exclaimed: " Nobody gives a 
damn, since aliens are nobody's constituents. " a 

Likewise, the living standards of many illegal immigrants are often 
deplorable. They have to compete for the already scarce low-income 
housing and other community services available for all those who live on 
the bottom rung of the American economy. Perhaps the best summary 
statement has been provided by Professor Julian Sarnora in his suninal 
sociological study of illcgel Mexican immigrants: 
. . . The illegal, whatever his motivations and aspirationr, probably moves from 
poverty to grcnter poverty and, whatever his e x ~ ,  the eummk and &m&l 
benefit for Mexico, for his family and for him#If is small. Thore who p d t  am thon 
who employ him or smuggk him.# 

The harmful dect that the alien workers exert in the United States 
has already been discussed in the preceding section. The burden is d i e d  
largely by the citizen workers in the large secondary labour force. The 
massive inflow of illegal immigrants is seriously disrupting the normal 
labour market adjustment processes. This is especially true throughout 
the Southwest and is rapidly becoming the case in a number of urban 
labour markets outside this region. A " shadow labour force" has 
evolved whose presence is o h n  felt but seldom seen. It is composed of a 
body of workers who are totally dependent upon the terms of employ- 
ment set by employers. 

Indirectly, the United States itself suffers from the presence of an 
increasing number of illegal Mexican immigrants. Some short-run private 
sector gains may be realiscd by the exploitation of the alien workers. But 
in the long run, the presence of a growing number of workers who are 
denied political rights as well as minimum legal and job protection; who 
... - .... .- . - . . . .. - 

See for example " Polia givinp aid to illegal aliens: action stirred in ef irt  to curb 
exploitation ", in New Ycwk 7Ymr, 23 Mar. 1975, p. L-23. 

Laura A. Kierman: " 5 deporWi aliens sue for Md. wages ". in W- Porr, 
23 Sep. 1974, p. C-2. 

a Samora: Los mo/rdos: t k  wvrburk story. op. cit.. p. 105. 
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often live at a survival level and in constant fear of being detected; who 
work in the most competitive and least unionised sectors of the economy; 
and who are o h  victimised by criminal elements is a pmamiption for 
eventual trouble. Over the nearly two centuries of its existence, the 
United States has developed numerous laws, programmes, and institu- 
tions that have sought to d u c c  the mapitude of human cruelty and the 
incidence of economic uncertainty far moet of its citizens. For the illegal 
immigrant workers, however, these benefits are virtually nonexistent. It 
would be self-deception to believe that this situation can continue to 
deteriorate at the current rate without eventual dire comcqucnces to all 
parties concerned. 

Following the unilateral termination of the bracero programme on 
31 December 1964, both the United States and Mexico began a search for 
ways to assist Mexico in adjusting to the new situation. As indicated 
earlier, the population of the Mexican border cities grew immensely 
during the life of the programme. The burden of the displaced braceros 
added to the already severe pblems of unemployment, underemploy- 
ment and poverty in thesc border areas. 

Mexico responded to the situation by launching, in May 1965, the 
Border Industries Propmaw (Rogcama de Industrhibcidn Fronte- 
rizo), also commonly known as the "twin plants programme ". The 
Mexican Government had noted that the tariff codes of the United 
States l allow fomip-bmed s u ~ c 8  that are 100 per cent owned by 
US k n s  to assemble producte whose parts were originally manufactured 
within the United States. Thm can then be shipped back to the parent 
firm in the United States for " hishing " and for sale. Essentially, the 
dfect of the provisions is to apply the duty (betwan 7 and 15 per cent) 
only to the vdue added to the assembled products. 

A number of m ~ t i o n s  were required of Mexico's own laws, 
which made the operation and taxation of fore@ k n s  within its 
territory ' subject to stringent remtions. Hence it was not until June 
1966 that the p r o v e  became operative. A free trade zone, 12.5 miles 
wide, was established atong the entire 1,800 mile len@ of the United 
States-Mexico border. In March 1971 the Mexican Government extended 
the programme to a coastal strip and in November 1972 to the entire nati0n.a 
-- 

I The relevant puts d the prift c o b  ace recrions W6.30 and 807.0. The fonner 
d o n ,  enacted in 1953, a* to the asmnbly of pmducts mode d mtal components 

mmufachmd in th Unitad Strta. Ths latter proviriolr was adopted in 1963. It 
m e  gave lepl m c b n  to promilia# prrctica whereby a vulety of pmductl pmduced by 
US firmr could be exported for assm&ly and rocnter the county if the condition of the parts 
had not chmmd. 

a CPlder6n. op. cit.. pp. 5-9. 
See also Susumu Watuube: " Codmints on labour-intensiw export industries in 

Mexico ", in I~ter~mtlonrl Labour Review, Jan. 1974, especially pp. 3941. 
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As mentioned above, the import duties on the goods re-entering the 
United States are assessed only on the value addad to the product. This is 
basically nothing more than the wages paid to the unskilled workers who 
do the assembly work. In the case of Mexico, minimum wages are set by 
the national Government but vary by locality. In general they range from 
onethird to one-sixth of the comparable wages in the United States.' The 
participating US hm, however, are requid to pay 50 per cent more 
than the prevailin% legal minimum wage in each Mexican city. 

A significant boost to the growth of the programme occurred in 1970 
when the US Tariff Commission released a special report on the employ- 
ment impact of the relevant sections of the tariff code. The report 
concluded that the aggregate h e 6 t s  exceed the aggregate costs and 
recommended that the provisions remain as they wema In the wake of 
the report the number of US firms participating in the programme 
increuscd sharply. By 1972 there were 345 of them with total employment 
of more than 46,000  worker^.^ By mid-1974 the number of firms had 
increased to over 500 with more than 70,000  employee^.^ 

In late 1974 and early 1975, however, the programme suffered 
several setbacks. In the wake of mount@ hlhtionary pressures, the 
Government of Mexico doubled its minimum wagm in all localities in 
late 1974. In addition, the serious recession that hit the United States 
economy in 1974 led a number of Am- fitms to close their Mexican 
operations in order to reduce their unsold inventories. But perhaps the 
most serious challenge to the programme is contained in the provisions of 
the Trade Act of 1974 of the United States, which became dfective in 
January 1975. Under this new Act cotton goods that had been made into 
parts of cloth@ in the United States and shipped to Mexico for final 
sewing into W e d  garments are now counted as a part of the allowa&le 
quota of Mexican cotton exports to the United States. As about 25 per 
cent of the plants in Mexico that are included in the Border Industries 
Programme are involved in textiles, many are threatened by the terms of 
this new Act. For all these reasons, it was reported as of April 1975 that 
the number of participating American h s  had declined to about 430 
with Mexican employment falling to about 60,000 w~rkers.~ 

From Mexico's standpoint it is ironic that the twin plants pro- 
gramme is a contradiction to its own border development strategy. In 
- . . . - . - . ..-. . . - - 

Susan C. Fouts: " Mexican bordw industriahatian: an analogy and a cammeat 
--tad totb.Qmkmnccm Ewnmie Relations between Mexkodthc  unid 
Strta, Ausbn. 16-20 April 1973, p. 9. 

a TcxPs Good -lux CommLoion: Taw migmnt *: oMurrl report !972 (Amtin. 
1972). Alsa ace " Sprad of US planta to Mexico brings a boom--and cmmphntr ", in US 
News ami World Report (Washington), 27 Mar. 1972, p. 59. 

Information provided by the Texas Good N~iphlux Com- 
. . ,28 April 1975. 
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1960 Mexico enacted its National Frontier Programme (F'rograma Nacio- 
nal Frontah, or PRONAF), which sought to diversify the economy of 
its northern states as part of an effort to reduce the region's dependency 
on the US economy. The twin plants programme, however, has sharply 
increased the nation's dependency on the United States. Moreover, the 
restrictive assembly jobs will not stimulate additional economic activity, 
since by the regulations that govern the programme, there cannot be any 
related industries. Although the prognunme was aUcgedly conceived to 
meet the needs of unemployed older men (i.e. the former braccms), the 
nature of the assembly wurk is such that about 85 per cent of the 
Mexican employees are wamen between 18 and 24 years of age.l Thus it 
is unlikely that the over-all impact of the programme is ben&cial to 
Mexico's own long-run interests. 

The type of industriahation programme that is needed is one that 
conforms to the objectives of PRONAF. It should not be based 
entirely upon decisions made by private American business firms. But 
because of the efsects of its past labour practias, which encouraged 
Mexican migration to the border areas, the United States Government 
should make overtures to Mexico c o n e  how the economy of 
Mexico's northern states could be developed. Financial and technical aid 
should be made available. Mexico, however, should design the rcgio11al 
plan and set its own priorities. Concomitantly the United States should 
d u l l y  reassess its trade and tariff policies as they pertain to Mexico. 
Efforts should be initiated at once to lessen the restrictive barriers to 
agricultural and manufacturhq imporb from Mexico. Not only would 
such action enhance the opportunities for Mexican export industries to 
expand and, h@idly, reduce some of the pressures causing illegal entry, 
but it would acknowledge the fact that Mexico is already a major 
importer of American-made goods. 

The current migration of Mexicans into the United States represents 
one of the major migration idlows in the history of the nation. The most 
prominent characteristic of this mass migration is its illegal and unregu- 
lated character. Unfortunately, neither the Government of Mexico nor 
that of the United States has to date been willing to acknowledge the 
importance of the problem. Mexico has been content merely to complain 
about alleged abuses of some illegal immigrants who have been arrested 
and detained by the US authorities and to propose that a contract labour 
programme similar to the old bracero programme be introduced. The 
United States Govemment is just beginning to recognise the full ramifica- 

Fours, op. cit., p. 8. 
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tions of the issue. Having for too long stressed only the benefits, the 
United States is starting to realise that there are extensive human costs as 
well. 

The policy of the United States with respect to legal and illegal 
Mexican immigrants has never functioned in a vacuum. It has been 
related to domestic economic policy, in the sense that it has been the 
subject of greater concern during periods of h@ unemployment than in 
times of low unemployment; to labour policy, a strong interest being 
shown in Mexicans as temporary and seasonal workers for low-wage 
industries, less so as permanent settlers; and to racial policy, in that 
Mexicans are a racial and ethnic minority group who over the years 
have been treated by many other White Americans in a discriminatory 
manner. For these reasons it is not easy to unEangk the present problem 
from its historical evolution. 

Nmrthckss, the situation is currently out of hand and, if policy 
measures are not initiated soon, may become uncontrollable. Some of the 
measures that are urgently needed are discussed below. 

With respect to legal Mexican immigrants, there is the point that 
their impact is unevenly felt; spedc cities and states have betn hard hit. 
To facilitate the absorption of these new citizens, the US Government 
should provide "special impact" funds to community organisations 
which assist in their demen t .  Amplc precedent for such funds already 
exists in the fonn of programmes of assistance to local areas where large 
military bases or other federal organisations are located. In addition, 
special programmes should be initiated in t h e  areas to inform immi- 
grants of their legal rights and of the training and job p b e n t  f a t i e s  
available to them; special classes in English should also be provided, with 
ample financial stipends for attendance. 

Another urgently needed reform concerns the labour certihtion 
procedures associated with new immigrants. The Immigration Act of 
1965 requires that a shortage of workers must exist in the applicant's 
particular occupation and that his or her presence will not adversely 
affect prevailing wages and working conditions. The problem is that the 
d c a t i o n  is made only once-when the initial application for immigra- 
tion is filed--and there is no subsequent check that the requirements are 
actually met. It has been suggested, therefore, that a system be adoptad 
to ensure that the legal immigrant workers do not in fact seek employ- 
ment in overcrowded occupations or economically depressed areas, or 
serve as strikebreskers, or become employees of certain employers with 
histories of illegal activities.l The system would provide for a proba- 
tionary period of, say, one year, during which time it could be ascer- 
tained whether the d c a t i o n  conditions are actually being f u W .  
Apart from this problem, the present system has too many loopholes to 
- . . .- 

I North and Wcisscrt, op. cit., pp. 178-180. 
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be meaningful. In a 1971 study of the topic it was found that only one out 
of every 13 immigmts to the United States was subject to cati6cation.l 

It is, of course, the illegal Mexican immigrants that constitute the 
major influx of labour into the United States in the 19709. Some dart 
must be made to reduce the dimcnsiom of this miption to manageable 
proportions. The -a of a "shadow" labour force of r i ghb  
individuals is bad for both the aliens and the United States. But of no less 
c o m e q m ~ ~ ~  than the exploitation of these illegal imdgmts is the fact 
that, cdhctively, they wnstitute a clear and present danger to the 
standard of living of a .  with whom they compete for jobs, housing and 
community services. The Chicano citizens of the Southwest have borne 
dispqmtionately the weight of th burden. But other groups and other 
geographic areas are incrdngly being a&cted by the growing numbers 
of illegal immigrants. 

For these rcnsom a number of changes are required. One is the 
elimination of the a b e d  situation whereby U S  employers arc virtually 
immune from prosecution when they employ itled hdgmnts. Legisla- 
tion making this a criminal o h  should be adopted at once. This can 
only be done at the federal level since indgmtion policy is considcrecl to 
be solely the province of the Federal G o ~ t .  Such a statute can 
only strengthen c h t s  to ensure that immigration is not used as a source 
of cheap and ri@tless workers who thresten the weIfm of citizen 
workers and retard attempts to do away with low-paying and exploitative 
jobs by their wihgmaa to accept subatandad conditions. Legitimate 
fears have been expnsstd by some minority group- some 
Chicano community o r g a n h a t i o w n g  the pogsibility of abuse 
of such 1egislati011.~ But once attention has been dram to these areas of 
potential trouble, it should be possible to exercise suMent vigilance to 
ensure that such distortions of legislative puqme do not occur. 

In addition to sanctions against employers, there is a vital need to 
increase the manpower and budget of the hnigration and Naturaliza- 
tion Service to a level commensurate with the scale of its responsibilities. 
The in- should not only be for patrolling and apprehension duties 
but also for afficials rmponaible for hearings and prosecutions. The use 
by the INS of the " voluntary departure system ", which enables 95 per 
cent of all apprehended aliens to be aimply returned to their homeland, 
should be actively discouraged. Recards should be kept of the identity of 
all those arrested. Second offendera should be denied the prospect of ever 
becoming US citizens. Jail terms should be imposed on multiple o h -  
ders. In these ways a posture of detcmme rather than acquiescence 
could be assumed. At the same time a concerted drive should be initiated 

David S. North: Alien workerr; a st@ of the labor c w t ~ t i o n p r ~ r a t m  (Washington, 
Transcentury Corporation, 1971). pp. 95-96. 

Sa for example m: ntc iUexIco.U~~lrsd dares border. . .. op. cit., pp. 11-12. 
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by the INS in the cities in which illegal immigrants are known to reside in 
order to apprehend and return them to their native land. All appropriate 
civil liberty safeguards should be applied to ensure that no false arrests or 
mistaken departations occur. But the message should be made clear: 
illegal immigrant workers from any country are unwanted guests. Con- 
currently, other immigration policy loopholes which tolerate daily and 
seasonal commuter workers from Mexico should also be elirnimted.l 

Lastly, as indicated in the preceding section, the United States 
should provide hancial and technical assistance for the development of 
Mexico's northern states. It should also alter its Eariff and import 
restrictions as they pertain to Mexico so as to facilitate economic 
expansion. At k t  thought, it might seem inconsistent to for a 
restrictive border policy towards Mexican i -wts  while simulta- 
neously favouring increased free trade with respect to the import of 
Mexican products. This is not so. The impact of i n d  imports can be 
more widely spread throughout the American economy. Should there be 
any adverse domestic employment effects, it is far easier to see exactly 
which individuals are hurt than is presently the case with ilkgal immigra- 
tion. Moreover, there already exists legislation in the United States in the 
form of the Trade Expansion Act of 1%2 which provides substantial 
bendits to assist the parthdar industries and workers that may be 
harmed by liberal trade policy adjustments. No such redress is available 
for citizens a&ct6d by unfair competition from illegal immigrants. 

By now it should be obvious that this issue does not lend itself to 
any easy solution. In fact, illegal immigration into the United States 
confronts policy-makers with a dhmm There is absolutely no answer 
that will make everyone better off. For in addition to the economic 
factors involved, there are also complex moral, political, social and 
diplomatic considerations. But no matter how many variables are placed 
in the tinal equation, the stark reality of the situation remains: unless the 
United States launches a massive foreign aid programme and relaxes its 
tariff and import barriers, hundreds of thousands of human beings are 
going to suffer no matter what is done or not done. Without such 
assistance, more restrictive border policies would condemn many of the 
would-be illegal Mexican imm&ants to lives of squalor. On the other 
hand, if the prevailing situation is allowed to continue, thousands of US 
workers will continue to work under deteriorating conditions in a 
gend ly  surplus labour market. There are numerous humane policy 
alternatives available to assist immigrant workers when the migratory 
flow is caused by excess labour demand. When immigration persists in 
conditions of labour surplus, there is little choice but to attempt to stem 
the inflow. 

See a: Zk Mexi~o-U~~tcd States M r .  . .. op. dl., pp. 15-21. 
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